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      Number of Hamiltonian Circuits in Basic Series

                          of Incomplete Graphs

           Tamotsu KAsAI*, Hiroshi SHiNTANi** and Mitsuru IMAI***

                              (Received November 15, 1971)

         The problem of counting Hamiltonian circuits in incomplete graphs made by removing

     some branches from a comp}ete graph is dealt with and a method for find:ng the number

     of Hamiltonian circuits is described. The cencept which was named as the "inversion of

     branches" by the authors is introduced and then the formulas for the number of Hamiltonian

     circuits in six basic series of incomplete graphs are derived. Some applications of the

     method in this paper to the incomplete graphs, which do not belong to the basic series,

     are also shown as the examp!es.

                                   1. Introduction

    A sequence of branches in a given graph is called a path when no branch appears more

than once in it. If the path forms aloop, this cyclic path is called a circuit. Hamilton

circuit is defined by the property of being cyclic path with respect to the nodes and if a

circuit passes through every node in the finite connected graph, this circuit is ca11ed Hamil-

tonian. On the other hand, there is a sequence of branches which is called Ezaer path.

This path is characterized by the property of being cyclic path with respect to the branches

                                           -l-and the every branch in the graph appears Just once in it.

    In spite of the similarity of the definitions of Euler paths and Hamiltonian circuits, the

theories for the two concepts have little in common. For Euler paths, it is easy to establish

a criterion for their existence, that is, if and only if a given finite graph is connected and

the local degree, which is defined as the number of branches at every node of the graph,

is even number at all the nodes, that graph has some Euler paths.i) However, for Hamil-

tonian circuits no such general rule is known and even in a specific graph it may be dithcult

to decide whether such a circuit can be found.

    Since Hamiltonian circuits contain all the nodes in a given graph and pass through

every node just once, by eliminating the branches which return to the nodes already passed

in the process of tracing the branches in order, or by making the system of operation2)

embracing such a process, we can find Hamiltonian circuits themselves in that graph at the

end of the operation. However, when a given graph has a complex form, these works

                                                                              'will take plenty of time.

    The purpose of this paper is to give a general metho(l for finding the number of

Hamiltonian circuits in incomplete graphs. Computing the number of Hamiltonian circuits

in a given graph in advance will give an important aim in connection with the problem of

the existence of their circuits in that graph.
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    The fundamental concept, which is used throghout the paper, is an idea named "inver-

sion of' branches". By using this concept, the formulas for the number of Hamiltonian circuits

in six basic series of incomplete graphs, which are called r-, p-, c-, nz-, s- and h-Series, are

derived. Furthermore, in order to show that the method in this paper-can also be applied

to the incomplete graphs, which do not belong to the basic series just mentioned above,

some examples are given.

            2. Number of Hamiltonian eircuits in a complete graph

    The complete graphs having no5es over three in number are sure to have Hamiltonian

circuits. We now consider a complete graph of N nodes. Since the 1ocal degree at every

node of this graph is N-1, by tracing any one of the IV-1 branches which are incidental

to the first node, that is, the starting point, we can arrive at the second node. The second

node has N-2 branches which are c)nnected to the other nodes except the first node, and

in general, for i-th node, the number of such the branches becomes N-i, where i--1,2,

･･･ ,IV-1. Consequently, by tracing any one of the N-i branches, we can arrive at the

i+1-th node from i-th node. Thus, the running number of the circuits passing through

every node and returning to the first node is given by (IV-1)!. Hereupon, we must pay

attention to the fact that the same Hamiltonian circuit is computed twice into (LZV-1)!. In

consequence of this fact, the number of Hamiltonian circuits in a complete graph of Al no5es

is given by

                                (N- 1) !/2. (1)

                          3. Inversion of branches3)

    In this chapter, we consider Hamiltonian circuits containing some specific branches in a

complete graph. Fig. 1 shows two types of Hamiltonian circuits containing a specific branches

connected in series. These two types are sure to exist as a pair in the complete graph of

N nodes.

    Comparing graphically the two Hamiltonian circuits shown in Fig. 1, we can observe

that one of them is obtained by connecting inversely right and left of the a branches after

taking off two branches which are connectected to the nodes 1 and cr+1 in the other.

Such anT.inversion does not carry out in practice, but it is used as an important concept in

                      abranches cr branches
                                         pt
               1 2 cr ev+11 2'-" cr .+1

                                       N

               N ev+2 cr+2
     N-1 x'.-... .:."- .+3 N-1

               (a)

Fig. 1 Two types of Hamiltonian circuits

  sss--- --:tt
    s- t-

      (b)

containing the specific

a+3

branches.
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this paper and we will give lt the name of "inwersion cuC branches".

    From the above consideration, the number of Hamiltonian circuits containing a specific

branches connectod in series in a complete graph of N nodes can be obtained by the

following equation: .

                          2{(N- 1-a) !/2} =(N-L l- cr) !. (2)

In the left, side of Eq. (2), the mu}tiplier 2 is based on the concept of "inversion of

branches" and (N-1-cr)!/2, as we can understand firom Formula (1), gives the number

of Hamiltonian circuits in a complete graph of IV-cr nodes. Consequently, Eq. (2) shows

that the number of Hamiltonian circuits containing cr specific branches in a complete graph

is obtained by counting that in the complete graph of N-cr no(les made by putting together

a+1 nodes incident to the a branches. For example, if we consider the Hamiltonian

circuits containing two specific branches (cr=2) connected in series in the complete graph

ef six nodes, the procedure in aocordance with Eq. (2) becomes as shown,in Fig. 2.

                                                123

           (a.)- Cb) (c)
     .a...jCLx.b. .a...ANxb .a...qs.b. .a...Xi)`x.b. .a...Ax.b .a...qxe

at'
'
'
'

.xb
s

                    (d) ' <e)
      Fig. 2 Procedure for findirig the Hamiltonian circuits' containing two specific branches

            in the complete graph of six nodes.

    Fig. 2(a) is the complete graph of six nodes, with the two specific branches shown in

dotted lines, Fig. 2(b) is the complete graph having the same number of nodes as the

value of LZV-cr and Fig. 2(c) shows Hamiltonian circuits in the graph of Fig. 2(b). The

number of these circuits equals to (N-1-cr)!/2. In each of the circuits shown in Fig. 2

(c), by separating a marked node into two nodes with one branch, respectively, and by

inserting the speclfic branches stated above between the two nodes, three Hamiltonian circuits

as shown in Fig. 2(d) are obtained and the number equals to that of the circuits of Fig.2

<c). Furthermore, by using the concept of "inversion of branches", the circuits of Fig. 2(e)

are obtainecl from those of Fig. 2(d). The graphs of Fig. 2(d) and (e) are Hamiltonian

circuits containing both branches a and b in the complete graph of Fig. 2(a), and the

number of these Hamiltonian circuits agrees with the value obtained from Eq. (2).

    By expanding the above consideration, we can find the number of Hamiltonian circuits

containing P sets of branches as shown in Fig.3 in a complete graph. In. this case, it is

evident that the number of combinations causing by "inversion of branches" is given by 2B.
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Consequently, in much the same way as the preceding consideration, the number of Hamil-

tonian circuits containing the sets of branches, shown in Fig. 3, is given by

            2B [{N- 1- (ai+cr2+･･･+crB)} !/2] = 2B'-'･ (N-1- >S cri) !. (3)

                                                        i--1
                                                                  '

                               o-.-...:L'.b-ra-n-c-hfis" .

                                       a2 branches
                                c--"--------o--o
                        fi sets 1

                                       ai3 branches
                                o----o-`---------o--£
                       Fig. 3 Sets of branches connected in series.

               4. Patterns of the removed branches belonging to

                   Hamiltonian circuits in a complete graph

    Since any incomplete graph is derived by removing some branches from a complete

graph, the number of Hamiltonian circuits in a given incomplete graph can be found theore-

tically by obtaining the difference between the following values:

(1) Number of Hamiltonian circuits in a complete graph having the same number of ndoes

as the incomplete graph.

(2) Numher of Hamiltonian circuits containing the branches to be removed from the com-

plete graph to rnake the incomplete graph.

    The value of the former is obtained from Formula (1). In order to obtain the value

of the later, we now consider the forms of branches belonging to the complementa21y grTaph*

of the given incomplete graph and belonging to Hamiltonian circuits in the original complete

graph. Let k be the number of such the branches. The forms of the removed branches

belonging to Hamiltonian circuits in the origial complete graph are determined by the values

of k, and the patterns to simple values ofk become as shown in Fig. 4. As is evident

from Fig. 4, P has the values from 1 to k.

    Each of the patterns, shown in Fig. 4, is made by coMbining some of the branches to

be removed from acomplete graph. Consequently, if the number of such the combinations

ls calculated, the number of Hamiltonian circuits in a given incomplete graph can be obtained

from Formula (1) and Eq. (3).

              5. Formulas for the number of Hamiltonian circuits

                 in basic series of incomplete graphs

    The six basic series of incomplete graphs dealing with in this chapter' are calle5

r-, p-, c-, m-, s- and h-Series,`)"6) respectively. The incomplete graphs belonging to these

series are made by removing the graphs as shown in Fig. 5 from a complete graph. The

* The graph to be removed from a complete graph to make a given incomplete graph is called com-

  plementary graph.
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  Fig. 4 Patterns of the removed btanches belonging to Hamiltonian circuits in a complete graph.

                        Complete graph 'Lo'op
til'igi, MJii"},iKii,2,m,' ',lllli k,eam-p.ph.i,eo:f:,i2

(a) r-Series (b) p-Series (c) c-Series (d) m-Series (e) s-Series (f) h-Series

 Fig. 5 Forms of branches to be removed from a complete graph in six basic series of incomplete

        gTaphs.

formulas for the number of Hamiltonian circuits in these six seriesi of incomplete graphs are

der'ived by obtaining the number of selecting k branches, which form the patterns in Fig. 4,
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from the branches belonging to each of the graphs shown in Fig. 5.

5.1 Formula for the number of Hamiltonian circuits in r-Series ･
    The r branches, shown in Fig. 5(a), to be removed from a complete graph make the

r patterns of k==1,2,･･･,r and P=k, shown in Fig. 4, as the forms which are contained

within Hamiltonian circuits in the original complete graph. For convenlence of the consider-

ation, we now consider an incomplete graph of N==5 and r=2. Fig. 6 shows Hamiltonian

circuits ccntaining either or both of the two dotted-line branches which were removed from

the complete graph.

                   -... -- '--.- Incomplete graph
                        a                                     under consideration

                     .---･-.

                        b.

(1)

(2)

           l

           i
           i
           I

   Fig. 6 Hamiltonian circuits containing either or both of the two removed branches.

First the fdllowing values are obtained from Eq. (3) :

 The number of Hamiltonian circuits contalning branch a or containing brahch

                          (N- 2) ! -=3!.

 The number of 'Hamiltonian circuits containing both branches a and b is.

       '' '' 2･ (N- 3)!-2･2!. , '
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(3) The number of Hamiltonian circuits containing only branch a or containing only branch

b is

                        (N- 2) !-2･ (N- 3)! == 3! -2･2!. (6)

    Consequently, from Formula (1), Eqs. (4), (5) and (6), the number of Hamiltonian

circuits in incomplete graph under consideration is given by

                (N- 1) !/2-2{(N- 2) ! -2･ (N- 3) !} -2･(N- 3) !

                      -- (N- 1) !/2-2･ (N- 2) ! +2･ (N-3) !

                      -4!/2-2･3!+2･2!, (7)
and becomes 4.

    Eq. (7) shows that there is no necessity for calculating expressly the value of Eq. (6).

In the last equation of Eq. (7), the first term expresses the number of Hamiltonian circuits

in the complete graph of N==5 and the second term gives the number of all the circuits,

shown in Fig. 6. The second term, however, has cloubly the Hamiltonian eircuits containing

both branches aand b, as shown in Fig. 6. Consequently, it is necessary to add the

third term representing the number of such the Hamiltonian circuits. With similar consider-

atiort, we can find generally the formula for the number of Hamiltonian circuits in r-Series

of incomplete graphs.

    Since the number of selecting k branches out of r branches to be removed from a

complete graph is given by rCk, where k""1,2, ･･･,r, if the expression for the number of

Hamiltonian circuits, H;･, is written in the same form as Eq. (7), it becomes as follows:

        H;' = (N- 1) !/2-rCi r (N- 2) ! +rC2'2' (N- 3) ! mrC3 ' 22 ' (Nm 4) ! +'''

                          ･･-+(-1)'･.C.･2r'i･(N-1-r)!. (8)

    Each term in Eq. (8) has the similar meaning as that in Eq. (7). Arranging Eq. (8),

we obtain the fdilowing formula:

                     r                H} "" X{(- 1)k' 2k-" rCk'(N-1- k) !}, O< 2rSN (9)
                     k=tO

5.2 Forrnula for the number of Hamiltonian circuits in pLSeries

    The p branches, shown in Fig. 5(b),' to be rernoved from a complete graph make the

two patterns of k='=1,2 and P"=1, shown in Fig. 4, as the forms which are contained within

Hamiltonian circuits'in the original comPlete graph. Fig. 7(a) shows p branches to be

removed f'rom a single node A Erf･a complete graph and :ZV-1-p remaining branches, and

Fig. 7(b) shows two kinds of Hamiltonian circuits containing the patterns just mentloned

'above in the original' complete graph.

    The numbers of selecting one and two branches out of p branches are given by p

and pC2==p(p-1)/2, respectively. Consequently, by using these values and the concept of

"inversion of branches", we can find the number of Hamiltonian circuits in p-Serie.s of

incomplete graphs, which becomes as follows:

                Hlo - (N- 1) !/2-p･ (N- 2) ! +p(p-1) ･ (N- 3) !/2

                    =(N- 1-p) (N- 2-p)･(N- 3) !/2. (10)
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                                  N-1-p
                             :.. Nxx brancheS A-. -"

                             :l l kss-v.--
                  A "-;'."'s'.':':"--"""o ..'be'"

                       ×x r.':"p Acc::x
                          NN<' / p branches X>'--'-'""
                            NN lt
                             tr

                            (a) (b)
           Fig. 7 State of branches at single node A and two kinds of Hamiltonian

                 circuits containing the branches to be removed. ,

Frorn Formula (10), it is evident that the Hamiltonian circuits exist when Nl3 and

N-31p. '
5.3 Formula for the number of Hamiltonian circuits in c-Series

    The incomplete graphs belonging to this series are derived by removing another comL

plete graph of IVL(<N) nodes, shown in Fig. 5(c), from a complete graph of N nodes.

Each of patterns, shown in Fig. 4, is made by combining some of the branches belonging

to the removed complete graph and the number of their combinations can be found as

follows :

               k!'iv,C2k+i-r'2k+i-rCk'k-iCr..i/2A""', ISr=<IVI,-L (11)

In Eq. (11), the value for r=:1 expresses the number of combinations for making the

patterns (1) in Fig. 4, the value for r-2 corresponds to the patterns (2) and so on.

    Thus, the number of Hamiltonian circuits in c-Series of incomplete graphs is arranged

as the fallowing equation:

             Hl, -= i ",.16i [,S{(-1)k･E,(r, k)･(N-1-k) !}], LlvLl2, (12)

where

             E,(r, k) == Ikl...c,,.,-.,.,,.,-,c,.,J.,c.-., igi li?l l (13)

   iC=([OiicvL:;I)l))l22 if:Oi:,l.l?il･iOb".e,hO`liGIL'.a.ndd,'i.S,gi[li21"g,`h.e..O.t?eriSe"e"'] ('`)

and the value of Formula (12) for r=O expresses the number of Hainiltonian circuits in

the complete graPh of N nodes. This matter is also the same in the formulas to be given

in the succeeding sections.

    The calculated results of Formula (12) to some simple values of AIL are shown in

Table 1. From this table, we observe that Formula (12) can be rewritten in the simple

form as follows:

                                            '                                                       '               Hb-;･(N-AL)!･",n/.-,i(N-M-2), lvkl2. (ls)
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           Table 1 Expressions

Series ojC Incomplete Graphs

for Hli

2ss

M
2

3

4

5

6

7

th

(N- 2) ! ･ (N- 3) /2

(N- 3) ! t (N- 4) (N- 5) /2

(N- 4) ! ･ (N- 5) (N- 6) (N- 7) /2

(N- 5) ! ･ (N- 6) (N- 7) (N- 8)'(N- 9) /2

(N- 6) ! ･ (N- 7) (N- 8) (N- 9) (N- 10) (N- 11) 12

(N- 7) ! - (N- 8) (N- 9) (N- 10) (N- 11) (N- 12) (N- 13) 12

5.4 Formula for the number of Hamiltonian circuits in m-Series

    The branches to be removed from a complete graph to make the incomplete grambs

belonging to r- and p-Series do not form the circuits by themselves. In the incomplete

graphs belonging to c-Series, such the branches form some circuits/by themselves, but there

are no circuits which become Hamiltonian in the original complete graph. On the other

hand, the set of branches, shown in Fig. 5(d), to be removed from a complete graph in

m-Series is clearly a circuit and when AI==m, it becomes Hamiltonian circuit in the original

complete graph. Furthermore, when AI=ml5, the incomplete graphs made by removing

the m branches fram a complete graph have some Hamiltonian circuits. Censequently, in

the case of calculating the number of Hamiltenian circuits for N=ml5 in m-Series, it is

necessary to add one circuit formed by m branches to the result obtained by the same

consideration as in r-, p- and c-Series. Since the circuit formed by m branches becames

Hamiltonian in the original complete graph when N==m and does not become Hamiltonian

in the original complete graPh when NiFm, its number can be expressed by the following

notatlon :

                          6mrv-I? igr, :li[iUi' l (i6)

    The number of combinations for making each of the patterns, shown in Fig. 4, by

some of the m branches to be removed from a complete granh is given by

                        M'm--i-kCE-r'kCr-i/k, 1$rS.m-1. (17)

    From Eqs. (16) and (17), the formula for the number of Hamiltonian circuits in m-

Series of incomplete graphs becomes as follows:

     H...,"31'ii[]il3{(-1)k･2k-r･Fbu(r,k)･(AT-1-k)!}]+(-1)m･6.rv, 3$m$N; (18)

          v=e h==7

where
                  Ilnt(r,fe)=I.1/..2-,-,c,-,.,c,-,/k ffO.r, rr:t?l l (lg)

   lm==(((Omm:lllll; fffOeorrrrrr/r?i.ffObnoethofmManadndrraiiSeO:CIdaonrdetvheen?theriSeVen,l(20)

                   '
and the last term in Formula (18) is added when N== Ml5.
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5.5 Formula fOr the number of Hamiltonian circuits in s-Series

    The number of combinations for making each of the patterns, shown in Fig. 4, by

s(rme of thesbranches, shown in Fig. 5(e), is given by , '

                          s+i-kCi+i-r'k--iCr-i., IS.rSS. (21)

serieFsr(lllti inEcqo'm(pl2eit)e' gill p:Rtaaisn the formula for the number of Hamiitonian circuits in s.

                  sls
            Hle=,¥, [,".= ,{ (- 1)k'2k'-" iFle (r, k)･(N-1- k) !}], O$sS N- 1, (22)

where
                  A(r･k)=I,.¥ec,.,",.,-,c,-, ig,rlEt?; l (23)

    is=([!#)'/,r)/2 iii ii.ll'l.f oi:}7,oi .s.a,n%,2s.od,d .a,nd..th.g other is even,l (24)

5.6 Formula fOr the number of Hamiltonian circuits in h･Series

    The incornplete graphs belonging to this series are derived by removing another com-

plete gralih of A13 nodes having h hinged branches at its one node, shown in Fig. 5(f),

frorn a camplete graph. The number of combinations for making each of the patterns,

shown in Fig. 4, by same of the branches to be removed from a complete graph is given

by

    {k ! ' rv,C2k+!-r ' 2t+i-rCk + 2h ' (k - 1) ! ' rvc-iC2k-i-r ' 2k-i--rCA--i

              +h(h-1) (r-1) ' (k-3) ! 'rv,-iC2i-2-r'2k-2-rC--i} 'i-iCr-i/2k"i-', (25)

where the third term in the equation expressing within the brackets is defined for k213.

From Eq. (25), we obtain the number of Harniltonian circuits in h-Series of incomplete

gralihs as ･

            Hh= i ,#, [£,{(-i)i･Et(r, k)･(N-i-k) !}], IVG).2, h->.o, (26)

where

                           pt-I]i¥l-i igi2.T?l l (27,

   "F}b(r･k)=({2.!LuCihiyG2-'"lgrrC.I'i.023',',(e.7-i.'j,1",:,-19,i;:613,3'Jiff6-.i-, f.,,).i,l (28)

and lh depends on Alk and r, and becomes as follows:

(1) For h =O,

   h==([O".,,',b:,':,riei,ii i/r2,'Ii'g6･:,of.,,LZV.li; ind,r.l2od.d,agS .tee..o.ther is eyen, l (2g)
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                 '                                                     '(2) For h"= 1, ,
   i'"="(i.zTv3Vk;ri)+/2r)/2 lgi' lti.l'lli g:,ehol,;`iZVb..f:d,r.i,s.ododddan.d, gh.e..oiher is even, ] (3o)

                              '(3) For hl2,

         O for r=O,
        IVI,/2 .for r`1 if A]3 is even,
   lh== (A7k+r)/2 for r).i if both ivi andrare odd or even, (3i)

        (A]3+1+r)/2 for rZ.2 if one of LZVI, and r is odd and the other is even.

    When h=O, this series reverts to the c-Serz'es and Formula (26) agrees with Formula

(12). Furthermore, when IV""2 this series reverts to the p-Series and by rewriting h+1

to p, Formula (26) agrees with Formula (10) for p)1.

                                       e'    In the above, the formulas for the number of Hamiltenian circuits in slx baslc series

of incomplete grapl]s have been given. As is evident from these formulas, the number of

Hamiltonian circuits in incomplete graphs, H ean also be expressed by the following form:

                   H-(N- 1) !/2+S{(-1)i･Ai･(N-1-i) !}, (32)
                                  i=1

where the values of Mand At are determined by the forms of the branches to be re-

'moved from a complete graph to derive the incomplete graPhs. Hereupen, we must pay

attention to the fact that there are some cases where Formula (32) have an additional

term as 6mN in m-Series. Such an example is also shown in the following chapter.

    Tab!es 2, 3 and 4 show the values of coethcient At in Formu!a (32) representing the

number of Hamiltonian circuits in r-, m- and s-Series of incumplete graabs, respectively.

                           Table 2 Values of Ai in r-Series

r

1

2

.3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

A, A,

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2

6

12

,20

30

42

56

72

9o

A,

4

16

40

80

140

224

336

480

A, A,

8

40

120

280

560

1008

1680

16

96

336

896

2016

4032

A, A,

32

224

896

2688

6720

64

512

2304

7680

As

128

1152

5760

A,

2ss

2scO

Are

512
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in m-Series

m A, A, A, A, A, A, A, A, A,

3 3 3

4 4 8 4

5 5 15 15 5

6 6 24 38 24 6

7 7 35 77 77 35 7

8 8 48 136 192 136 48 8

9 9 63 219 405 405 219 63 9

10 10 80 .330 760 1002 760 330･ 80 10

Table 4 Values ofe Ai in s-Series

s A, A, A, A, A, A, A, A, A, Aio

1 1 '

2 2 1

3 3 4 1

4 4 9 6 1

5 5 16 19 8 1

6 6 25 44 33 10 1

7 7 36 8
5

96 51 12 1

8 8 49 146 225 180 73 14 1

9 9 64 231 456 501 3on 99 16 1

10 10 81 344 833 1182 985 476 129' 18 1

                                  6. Examples

    A graph is called regular of degree p if all local degrees have the same value p.

Some of regular graphs belong to r- or m-Series described in the previous chapter. For

example, the regular graphs shown in Figs. 8 and 9 with their local degrees p, belong to

r- and m-Series, respectively. In tihese graphs, the branches to be removed fram the

original cornplete graph are shown by dotted lines.

    From Formula (9), the numbers of Hamiltonian circuits in the two regular graphs of

Fig. 8 become (a) 16 and (b) 744, respectively, and from Formula (18), those in the two

regular graphs of Fig. 9 become (a) 3 and (b) 177, respectively.

    Fig. 10 shows three forms of the branches to be removed frorn a cGmplete graph.

The incomplete graphs made by removing these branches do not belong to six series des-

cribed in the previous chapter. The number of Hamiltonian circuits in such the incomplete
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                   :
                   :
                   :
                   :
                   '
                 S)::L"t

                tts               -1 NN              tN            tN           tN          -N         t              '
           (a) N:= 6, r=3, p=4
                                        (b) N== 8, r=4, p==6

              Fig. 8 Regular graphs belonging to r-Series.

                                                          z                            . sNN t-               .,lliiX)･it. '' l"'Nli.l,Ni.liltiliitiZ'

          ....{E'.'...)"s'ss.iNS.N..<.. ,,.'2'.."'"g"QNxX.xs

                  '
            (a) N==6, m=6, p=3 (b) N;8, m=8, p=5

              Fig. 9 Regular graphs belonging to m-Series.

Ili-l.l-.1.1.II-1[tl･I･i'I':l,:.'i=l-;-･,t-iE-i,-･g-}･･{t:.'.sl')-iixl-1･Ii:illii.riii

        (a) (b) (c)
   Fig. 10 Three forms of branches to be removed from a complete graph.

          Table 5 Number of combinations of different branches

i

'

N t '

NN
t

t
'

NN :tt

. ---

'
'

t
t

-...-N.X.t/'-llN

1NN

'

N.
N

d--

1 l N

s

l
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Removed
 graphs

Patterns k=1 k=2

(1) (1) (2)

k==3 k=4

(2) (3) (3) (4)

Fig.10(a) 5 2 8 o 6
'

o o

Fig.10(b) 6 6 9 6 12 o 6

Fig.10(c) 9 12 24 24 36 6 24

graphs can also be calculated by using the method described in Chapetr 5. Tahle 5 shows

the number of combinations for making each of the patterns, shown in Fig. 4, by some

of the branches shown in Fig. 10. Thus, the numbers of Hamiltonlan circuits in incomplete

graphs made by removing each of the three graphs, shown in Fig. 10, from a complete

graph of N nodes are given by
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               Hka) == (N-4) ! ' (N- 5)2(Nnt6)/2,
               Ht,)-(N-5)!･(N-5)(N-6)(N2-11N+34)/2, 1 (33)

               Hkc) == (N- 5) !'(N- 6) (Nm 7)2(N- 8) /2. '

    As is evident from Eq. (33), these incomplete graphs have no Hamlitonian circuits when

N equals to the number of nodes which are contained within the removed graphs. When

N==7, we can find from the first equation in Eq. (33) that the incamplete graph derived

by removing the grapti of Fig. 10(a) from a complete graph has 12 Hamiltonian circuits.

However, when another branch between noaes A and B in Fig. 10(a) is removed further

from this incomplete graph, the remaining incomplete graph belongs to c-Series and as is

evident from Formula (15), the Hamiltonian circuits are no longer in existence.

    Fig. 11 shows two other forms of branches to be removed from a complete gralih, and

Table 6 gives the number of combinations for making each of the patterns, shown in

Fig. 4, by some of the branches shown in Fig. 11. Thus, the numbers of Hamiltonian

circuits in two incomplete graphs of N nodes under c)nsideration are given by the following

    .equatlons:

    Ha) = (Nm 1) !/2-12' (N- 2) ! +99' (N' 3) ! -350 ' (N- 4) !

                   +540･ (N- 5) !-330 ･ (N- 6) ! +60- (.ZV- 7) ! .

        - (N- 7) ! ･ (N- 8) (N5- 37N4 + 557N3-4263N2 + 16582N- 26220)/2,                                                                        (34)

    Hk,) -= (N- 1) !/2-12･ (N- 2) ! + 108 - (N- 3) ! -464 ･ (N- 4) ! +le08･ (N- 5) !

                  -1080･ (N- 6) !+504･(N- 7) !-72･ (N- 8) !. (35)

    Since the value of Hka) becomes zero when AI=8, it is obvious that the incomplete

graph derived by removing the graph, shown in Fig. 11(a), from a complete graph has no

Hamiltoian circuits when N==7. 0n the other hand, the value of Hkb) does not becume

zero when N= 8. In such a case, some of the branches to be removed from a complete

                  /txl;,i./i･ g..1,i,--:-.l;.i/;'

                          (a) (b)
           Fig. 11 Two forms of branches to be removed from a complete graph.

                 Table 6 Number of combinations of dfferent branches

PatternsVe==1 k==2 k-=3 k==4 k=-5 k=-6 k=7
Removed
graphs (1)

(i)II
(2) (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) (4) (3) (4) (5) (5) (6) (7)

Fig.11(a) 12 33 33 20 102 66 o 33 159 90 o 120 90 o 60 o

Fig.11(b) 12 42 24 44 120 48 9 96 240 72 108 264 120 204 96 72
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graph form Hamiltonian circuits in the original cornplete graph. Consequently, in order

to obtain the value of Hkb) for N"8, we must add the number of Hamiltonian circuits

in the graph of Fig. 11(b) to the value of Eq. (35) for N==8, as the term of 6mN was

added in m-Series. The number of Hamiltonian circuits in the graph of Flg. 11(b) ig

obtained easily by observing that graph and becomes 6. Thus, the numb2r of Hamiltonian

circuits in incomplete graph derived by removing the graph of Fig. 11(b) from a complete

graph of IV=8 becomes as follows:

    H,) =-7!/2-12･6!+108･5!-464･4!+1008･3!-1080･2!+504･1!-72･O !, +6 == 30.

    It goes without saying that the values of Hkb) for Nl9 can be obtained from Eq. (35).

                                 7. Conclugions

    In the above, we have investigated a method for finding the number of Hamiltonian

circuits in incomplete graphs and have given the formulas for the six basic series of in-

complete graphs.

    The idea of "inversion of branches" was used as a concept for finding the number of

                                          'Hamiltonian circuits and it was shown that this concept can also be applied to the incomplete

graphs which do not belong to the standardized series. As is evident from Eq. (32), the

number of Hamiltonian circuits in a given incomplete graph can be found by obtaining the

values of coeficients Ai, and these coeMcients are calculated from the number of combi-

nations for making each of the patterns, shown in Fig. 4, by some of the branches to be

removed from a complete graph to make that incomplete graph. If the complementary

graph has a systematic form as the basic series described in Chapter 5 or has a compara-

tively simple form as the examples shown in the previous chapter, it is not dithcult

particularly to obtain the number of combinations just mentions above. However, when the

comp!ementary graph has a complex form and the number of branches in it much more

than that in the given graph, calculating the number of such the combinations becomes a

work that takes plenty of time.

    Furtherrnore, when the number of nodes belonging to the complementary graph equals

to that of the original complete graph, another conslderable problem occurs. It is said that

we must find the number of Hamiltonian circuits which are formed by some of the

branches belonging to the complementary graph. The incomplete graphs belonging to m-

Series, described in Chapter 5, and the incomplete graph, shown in the last of Chapter 6,

are examples of such a case. These examples suggest us a contradiction that we must

obtain the number of Hamiltonian circuits in the comp]ementary graph for the purpose of

obtaining the number of Hamiltonian circults in a given incomplete graph. When the com-

plementary graph has a systematic form or a simple form, the nurnber of Hamiltonian

circuits in that graph can be obtained easily by observation. However, when the form of

complementary graph is complex, in general, there is no alternative but to obtain the

number of Hamiltonian circuits in that graph by trial and error. This matter is no longer

theoretically and does not agree with the purpose of this paper. Consequently, the esta-

blishment of simple method, which can also be applied to such a case, is expected.
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